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We Met at the Edge
Eric Howell, M.M.
Overview
‘We Met at the Edge’ is a collaboration between composer Eric Howell and visual artist
Marcela Rodriguez based on a reimagining of the Major Arcana of the Tarot cards.
Each card is presented with all new modern interpretations of the original art as well as
approximately one minute of music that reflects its unique meanings. Additionally,
each card is capable of being looped on itself to create the illusion of being a seamless
moment in time, while simultaneously being able to elide into the next card in the
sequence. ‘We Met at the Edge’ is meant to be listened to as a live performance as well
as a digital recording on social media platforms like Instagram that showcase the piece’s
ability to loop and flow between cards.












Double Bass (with C Extension or Low B String)
Electric Guitar, Electric Bass, and Electric Piano should have access to
volume pedals to use during volume swells
When performed live, a projector should be placed behind the musicians
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